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An: leserbriefe@spiegel.de; service@mz-web.de; sekretariat@dbk.de; kontakt@zeit.de; parteivorstand@die-linke.de; 
      info@gruene.de; info@daserste.de; info@zdf.de; leserbriefe@sueddeutsche.de; pressestelle@cdu.de; 
      bundesgeschaeftsstelle@alternativefuer.de 
 

The Eternal speaks 
 

On Monday, September 11th, 2023, I wrote to Bayerntext: 
 

Reference: Saying by Lao Tzu on Teletext, plate 501: “Where trust is lacking, suspicion speaks.” 
 

But I tell to you all 
 

Where there is no trust, here is no life, no meaning and no love. Darkness, hatred, agitation, violence and decline 
prevail here. Suspicion means death-born and lifeless died! 
 

On Saturday, September 16, 2023, at 3:14 p.m. I wrote: 
 
I truly testify to you all, so the global collective of all peoples and nations: 
 
No more weapons in and for the Ukraine. No! Not ones! 
   
No cruise-missiles or other tools of the abyssal for Volodymyr Zelensky! 
   
Not a single cartridge more for Ukraine! 
   

And my word stands! YES, I testify to you all that my word is valid!  
 
Gerhard olinczuk treustedt  
 
On Saturday, September 22nd, 2023, at 4:04 p.m. I wrote: 
 
Reference: Article in the Sueddeutsche Zeitung today, September 22, 2023: 
 

NATO eastward expansion 
 

 

„Ultimately, the treaty says in black and white: NATO is allowed to expand.” 

September 22, 2023, 9:27 am 
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But I ask you: Who wrote it down in black and white? 
 
Was it perhaps the God of the “Old Testament” or perhaps that of the “New Testament”? Or was it even the two 
idols, as that sworn “Judeo-Christian Brotherhood” = “Each bear the burden of the other (lie)”? 
 
Or was it just a mentally ill Jew, a Semite, who followed this Charter: 
 
“Grow and multiply and subdue the make yourselves earth”!? 
 
Truly 
  
I warn you about Joe Biden, Volodymyr Zelensky, Olaf Scholz and all other impostors and adventurers in this sworn 
brotherhood of “Global Hegemony”. The Western Alliance is responsible for the war in Ukraine, and is primarily for 
all evil, suffering and chaos on Earth. And their politics will not find the slightest answer to stopping or even reversing 
the Armageddon of their megalomania! 
 
And verily 
 
My word is written in the dust and stands  
 
Gerhard olinczuk treustedt 
 
 
On Friday, September 22nd, 2023, at 10:30 p.m. I wrote: 
  
Reference: Criminal charges against me for insult and incitement! 
    
On September 19, 2023, I objected to this advertisement and submitted a letter, which is attached here. 
 
   

Hearing September 19, 2023/ DE PIZKD FK 5 1138 /2023  / 303 Js 15178/23 
 

Enlightenment is like the sun, which rises above every horizon in the morning, so that the darkness gives way to its 
light, and its warmth dissolves all fog so that what was hidden within can now be seen. And it acts rightly without 
wrongly, so that anyone who is o昀昀ended in the face of and because of this certainty should look for and 昀椀nd the 
reason within themselves! Because hypocrisy always 昀氀oats on the surface, ostracizes the wisdom of the deep and 
shoots against the current. 
 

The offended suffers inside. Therefore he must search and find the cause of his suffering exclusively within himself! 

However, all his complaints, which he directs externally, will not alleviate his inner suffering, but will deepen and 

expand it. 
 

Truly 
 

Before the soul can laugh, 
she must cry her pain! 

And the tears wash away the sorrow, 
like the rain the dust of the past days! 

And how the water nourishes the germ, 
so will awaken in you, 

what can only grow in true soil! 
 

So 
 

By 昀椀ling a lawsuit, the o昀昀ended party aims to exonerate themselves. However, instead of relieving himself, he burdens 
himself even more. His complaining and weep ul琀椀mately only accuses him self, and all his e昀昀orts increasingly taint his 
ques琀椀onable, inferior and ro琀琀en self-image. The o昀昀ended person was already without dignity before, but his 
courtship, blea琀椀ng and whimpering truly exposes all of his inner indignity, immaturity, small-mindedness, lack of 
character and far-reaching disorienta琀椀on, i.e. all of their baseness, ruthlessness, unscrupulousness, impudence and 
depravity. He/she believes and wallows in a vic琀椀m role, YES, dogma琀椀cally delights in a deeply per昀椀dious game of self-
pity, i.e. in its embarrassment and hopeless lack of prospects. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

A Sovereign, on the other hand, is never offended; So neither the enlightener nor the upright nor the just, neither 

the truthful nor the strong character. Only the weakling, the fraudster, the busybody, the hypocrite, the blu昀昀er, the 
imposter, the liar and the braggart are ever o昀昀ended, all of whom fear the loss of their fake masquerades. YES, every 
o昀昀ended person therefore apodic琀椀cally and expressly not only agrees with, con昀椀rms, thusunderpins and a昀케rms the 
clear tes琀椀mony of the enlightener, but actually accuses himself, and thus declares himself guilty of everything that 
the enlightenment revealed to him and therefore to everyone else. YES, these foam thugs are therefore, always and 

only, offended in, with and through themselves, since the evil spirit of this confused, disastrous and sick confusion is 

home-made, rages in the subconscious and defends itself here in an incorrigible manner. 
 

So I testify 
 

Enlightenment clarifies without speaking unjustly. An enlightener makes visible with clear words what OTHERS 

cannot see or do not want to see, and who then make noise and agitation against the seer, who know about all lying, 

self-righteous, hypocritical, duplicitous, insidious and callous masquerades, and therefore their facades certainly, 

accurately, precisely and irrefutably seen through. YES, the Enlightener unmasks, uncovers and reveals the dark, ugly, 

hidden and villainous i.e. all those lies and deceptions that are called maliciously hidden behind “appearances and 

credits”, i.e. nesting, slumbering and inflating in an unbearable way in displacement. The enlightener holds up a 

clearly illuminating and infallible mirror to the deceivers and hypocrites, YES, all the Pharisees and scribes, all the 

fraudsters, braggarts, barkers, charlatans, bunglers and quacks, so that they can look their inner demons in the eye 

and all the devastating injustice look and recognize, whose evil spirit inhabits, gags, determines and drives them, 

which they thus embody, are responsible for and make known. 
 

The Enlightenment sees through! And because she sees through, she can touch and make visible what is present and 
tangible in secret. And that outcry of the o昀昀ended and supposedly injured person, this shock of the person being hit, 
this uncomfortable disrup琀椀on of his hypocri琀椀cal self-image, this sobering disillusionment, it undeniably, decisively 
and irrefutably con昀椀rms the enlightener, since he could not have touched what was not present in the hidden place 
of the person touched. The outcry of the offended person is analogous to the ugly stench of a boil that was previously 

hidden inside him and is now coming to light. But the noise of the person hit, i.e. the mold of the escaping mucus, 

testifies beyond a doubt to the accurate sword of the light, holy and merciful enlightenment.  

A healing transformation is now possible! 

 

I testify to everyone whether they want to hear it or not 
 

The O昀昀ended person reveals to everyone involved, as well as to everyone who is not involved, that su昀昀ering prevails 
within him and that this has been recognized and touched by an outsider, in order become audible and visible with 
and through the complaints of the person a昀昀ected. But the de昀椀ni琀椀on, representa琀椀on and interpreta琀椀on of the 
complainer is not correct, because his inner su昀昀ering was already present before the external contact, i.e. before the 
unmasking, unveiling and exposure! 
 

Therefore I repeat again 
 

The enlightener is not and never responsible for the suppura琀椀on and stench, i.e. for the noise and complaints of the 
su昀昀erer. Rather, he is solely responsible for having located and punctured the “Ulcer”. i.e. H. for the truly honorable 
and revelatory touch of “Su昀昀ering.” And for this reason, every word he says, as well as everything he does, is owed 

to a holy claim. And this inviolable certainty can truly be equated with the benevolent service of an upright and just 

friend, this service opening up inner healing and transformation to the person concerned. And therefore, instead of 

an embarrassing and obscene complaint embedded in hatred and agitation, that sovereign deserves only sincere 

gratitude and living solidarity! With his stupid complaint, however, the o昀昀ended person is trying to blame the cause 
and responsibility for his self-made su昀昀ering on the enlightener or to cover up his inner wrongdoing, to conceal his 
self-decep琀椀on and to be able to con琀椀nue his chea琀椀ng unhindered. He intends to load up that sovereign with his own 
baggage and projects the dark rubbish of his self-enemy image into the a琀�tude and demand of those who see 
through him! 
 

 

 

 



 

Truly 
 

All the weakness, helplessness and malice of the o昀昀ended person becomes visible when he asks the court to se琀琀le 
for him what he himself is incapable, because his self is hopelessly overwhelmed due to a lack of insight and 
intelligence. Thus he is abusing that tribunal for his failure to move himself and contact the one he wrongly blames 

for his condition. The offended person not only avoids the correct clarification, but in doing so instructs others to do 

what is actually due to his own greatness and sovereignty. It couldn't be more pathetic! In this way, the o昀昀ended 
person not only reveals all of his helplessness, but also clearly shows immaturity, cowardice, pathe琀椀cness, banality, 
lack of dignity, amateurism, wickedness and malevolence, and thus, clearly and 昀椀nally, once again con昀椀rms the 
credibility, sincerity and truthfulness of the Enlightener, i.e. the inviolability of that sovereign by calling on the 
Inquisi琀椀on to serve him so that they open up the agita琀椀on of his hatred! 
 

Every complaint from the o昀昀ended person de昀椀nes aggression. Because the o昀昀ended person barricades himself in a 
vic琀椀m role, wallows in the hatred of self-pity, combines all the potency of his su昀昀ering distress into an enemy image 
against the enlightener, and uses all his remaining energy to avoid his own responsibility, to escape or evade.. Er 
verweigert tollwü琀椀g alle Selbstre昀氀ek琀椀on. All the strength that he actually needs to face himself, to purify and clarify 
himself, he wastes all this strength in a hopeless lawsuit-feud against a supposedly external enemy, which nests, 
fa琀琀ens up, makes noise, solely and exclusively within him and rages. 
 

An enlightener never appears as an agitator, neither against an individual nor against a collec琀椀ve. NICHT und 

NIEMALS! he only person who appears and acts as an agitator is someone who sees the Enlightenment as a threat, 
fears it, then becomes hos琀椀le to it and marches against it. Whoever fears the Enlightenment, they have more than 

just skeletons in their basement, and they really stink to the limitless heavens! All enemies of the Enlightenment 
always represented and created evil, dark and wicked Strategies. They hated, hounded and rushed all the free spirits 
and seers throughout 琀椀me in order to hunt them down with every means of perversion, to defame, to discredit, to 
denounce, to insult, to suspect, to mock, to scourge, to slander, to de昀椀le, demonize and criminalize, as well as to shout 
against them, to scheme, to foment, to incite, to ignite, to arm yourself and to 昀椀ght against them.   
And that's how it is today! 
 

Therefore and verily 

Whoever claims I am a rabble-rouser, that person is revealing themselves to be a real rabble-rouser. I am a spiritual 
enlightener of the light and I agitate against nothing and nobody. I neither rush nor incite. I don't lie, I don't hate, I 
don't insult, I don't make noise or argue! Not yesterday, not today, not tomorrow! And my word stands! 

 

Gerhard olinczuk treustedt 
September 19, 2023 

 
 
On Monday, October 4th, 2023, at 4:43 p.m. I wrote: 

   
I bear witness to the global collective of all peoples and nations 
 
Truly 
 

          Only dying and death fear life 
 

Therefore 
 

          Whoever gives or throws away his life, HE/SHE fears it 
 

And so 
 

          Whoever affirms, wages and nurtures war, HE/SHE fears peace 
          
Verily, verily, verily 
 

My word is timelessly Written in the dust, and is valid! 
    
Gerhard olinczuk treustedt 
October 4, 2023 
 
 



 
Friday, October 6th, 2023, at 4:12 p.m. I wrote: 
 
Truly 
 

That named turning point of Olaf Scholz and his extras, YES, this turning point defines the rampage of the worst 
fascism in human history, whose megalomania is responsible for the war in Ukraine. 
 

Life doesn't lie! Anyone who lies fears life. Neither is he/she a sovereign nor can he/she uprightly precede others! The 
lie benefits no one, but is directed against that universal spirit of life, those spirit without a name and which supports, 
penetrates, embraces and nourishes all living things. Every lie thus darkens the home-made heaven of the collective 
and invariably backfires on those who are responsible for this heaven. The more malicious the lie, the more devastating 
the consequences of the forces that strike back. 
 

So I bear witness to you 
 

The awarding of the 2023 Nobel Peace Prize to Narges Mohammadi im Iran is more than just devastating. YES, this 
year's allocation is in no way dedicated to peace and will therefore not remotely help the awardee Narges Mohammadi, 
but will additionally haunt and burden her. The Nobel Committee responsible is once again testifying to the world of 
its own ignorance, immaturity and stupidity, i.e. that devilish monster of overestimation of oneself, arrogance, 
immaturity and decadence, this apocalyptic monster that is responsible for global disaster. Because the Nobel Peace 
Prize does not in the least serve either peace or the prize winner, but is solely due to the system ideology of the 
Western Alliance, and therefore exclusively serves its hegemonic network of terror and rabies. 
Verily, verily 
 

This vomiting from the Nobel Prize Committee, not just since 2023, will not open even the smallest bottleneck to 
global peace, but rather powerfully and inflammatoryally invites those apocalyptic decline and throws open every 
door and gate for it. 
 

The true peace of life, accuses and speaks all those 
guilty of the most murderous war crime, 

who affirm, wage and nourish war! 
Verily, verily, verily 
 

I am true life and righteous peace. And those who see me as an enemy and then deny me and fight me, these fear 
the only true and just peace of all life! 
 

It would be better for them if they had never been born! 
 

And my word is written timelessly in the dust - And is valid forever! 
 

Verily 
 

The earth only belongs to that Spiritual-Greatness that carries it, but never to those that are called carried or 
tolerated by it, whether bugs or vermin. 
  
Verily, verily I testify to every man on earth 
  

SENSE 
Don't you find happiness on earth, 
There where you stand Alone - 
Don't you find it in the universe, 

Wherever you go! 
  
So 
 

He who stands and walks Alone, is called a Sovereign. He alone knows how to lead, so that everyone can follow 
him fearlessly and faithfully! 
  
Verily   
 

A true winner knows no loser 
 

Every lie needs security, because she don't trust the truth! 
All evil must win, because it does not see through the good! 

Security distrusts, because it fears the certainty! 
All stupidity survives, because called intelligent! 

  



  

Every LIE defines the apocalypse 
Hence and verily 
  
Who stands Alone, he walks without a self, without birth and without death. i.e. without ballast and without chains. 
And the happiness of his senses is everlasting! He alone is called sovereign. And he is neither a cardsharp nor an 
impostor, neither an adventurer nor a soldier of fortune, because he sees through! 
 
So I Am 
 
And my word is written timelessly in the dust, and is valid! 
 
Verily 
 

All religion and all politics have failed globally 
 

So self- and timeless enlightenment means: 

End 

Apocalypse 
<<< Lei-Fart-SELF-World-Bladder >>> 

<< SEMITISM- BIBLE-FASCISM >> 
< Hell Ghetto >  

Megalomania-Suicide-Climate Change 
Hegemony 

Globalization 

Holocaust 

Colonization 

Jewish-Christian-Occident 
Dance around the golden calf  

Tower of Babel  

Noah's Ark  

< Hell Ghetto >   

<< SEMITISM-BIBLE-FASCISM >> 
Grow and multiply and conquer the earth 

Idolatry, perpetrators, guilt, rabies 

<<< Lei-Fart-SELF-World-Bladder >>>  
Sin, Blasphemy, Slander 

Beginning 
 

 

The Holocaust is a fragment of the hell ghetto that Judaism first opened up and then fired up with Christianity! Their 
alleged victim role is a satanic self-deception, because they are perpetrators and guilty of global disaster! 
 
Judaism and Christianity are the greatest evils in human history! 
 
And my word is written timelessly in the dust, and is valid! 
 
 
Gerhard olinczuk treustedt 
October 6, 2023 
 

 
 


